
Xhibition® gives you the opportunity 
to hold almost any expo or conference 
without spatial and temporal boundaries!
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WHY?
Because the COVID pandemic created an impossible 
environment for all the event organisers aside with 
the visitors of these events. At the founding of Xhibition 
Hungary our main goal was to set up a system that creates 
a solution for both sides to reach all the functionality 
and service that a real life event can give, and at the 
same time to make it possible to control the risks that 
an organiser would have to face.
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FACTS:
› Physically existing event
› Conference/Expo formula
› Visitors
› Predictable, fix income

THERE IS!

HYBRID
EVENT

ONLINE
EVENT

› COVID will stand for a while
› We can not control the regulations that will 

come and how their flow is going to move
› Mass-events are restricted or even forbidden

› High financial exposure 
› Risk
› NOT ANY SECURITY!
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HOW? With the easiest, most intuitive way while keeping the 
advantages and also expanding them to a higher level.
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WITH?
The Xhibitor® is a responsive, multilingual system that can 
be launched from a browser. With the use of it you can have 
either an easy, interactive live conference for ten persons, 
or upon request even a virtual expo including hundreds of 
stalls, supporting thousands of visitors, with all the service 
that can be imagined to be included.

Watchword: Scale it and we make it!
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FUNCTIONS
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GENERAL

› Personalised appearance
› Detailed analytics of visitors
› Multilinguality
› Real-time interpretation

› Easy networking
› Unique registration
› Call-card for every profile
› List of the online users
› Private live- and video-chat 
› Appointment booking
› Social Wall

› Monetizable spaces on page
› Banners
› PR-articles
› Sponsorship

› GDPR Ready!
› Helpdesk
› IT Support
› Guaranteed system- 
 and data security
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EXPO
› Exhibitor call-card
› Virtual stalls

· PDF brochures
·  Pictures
·  Videos
·  Chat
·  Video Chat
·  Personalisable chablons

› Stall map
› List of Exhibitors

·  Searchable
·  Register-view
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EXPO
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CONFERENCE
› Embedded Zoom Meeting
 (Microsoft Teams, Webex, stb.)
› Moderated Q&A module
› Live Agenda
› Calendar integration
› Speaker data and information
› Simultaneous interpretation
› Live chat
› Appointment booking
› Social Wall
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SUPPORT

Although our main goal is to create the most user-friendly 
system with an intuitive interface, you still may need a 
helping hand. That is why we provide an opportunity 
before all of our events for the organisers to show and 
teach everything that is needed for the smooth usage 
of the event’s site. 

Beside that our colleagues are reachable throughout the 
whole time of the event: on-line and also by phone, not 
only for the organisers but also for visitors and exhibitors - 
in case of any question regarding the usage of Xhibitor®!
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THANK YOU FOR
YOUR ATTENTION!
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